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Outside of data processing compute platforms, network infrastructure represents one of the markets with the greatest demand for high performance processors. While the market for PCs appears to have peaked, the demand for network infrastructure devices is expected to continue growing steadily. The overall market for computers is not likely to diminish anytime soon, but companies invested in providing high performance processors recognize that megatrends like streaming video, IoT and edge computing demand strategies to tap growth in network infrastructure. Traditional microprocessor vendors are not the only ones eyeing this market for growth, the applications processor and system-on-chip suppliers are similarly looking for strategies to sustain growth as the smartphone and tablet markets begin to plateau.

Network infrastructure continues to evolve to meet new and growing demands from digital telecommunications, internet-of-things (IoT) applications, cloud computing, content streaming, smart home, smart city, connected car, Industry 4.0, and the rollout of 5G. Supporting these applications involves challenges to increase network bandwidth, integrity and security. Many players in this market understand the traditional serviceable market of core network devices, but supporting only traditional designs can be limiting with respect to the broader optimization and efficiency strategies for today’s robust network. Due to the tremendous parallel processing demand of network appliances, a majority of revenue is actually in integrated logic and coprocessing solutions for the processor complex. Tapping this is critical for growth.

In this report, IHS Markit leverages its robust coverage of the semiconductor market with the recognized industry leading Infonetics Research understanding of communications equipment to bring you unprecedented coverage of high-performance processors in network infrastructure.
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Key Issues Addressed
- Who are the leading suppliers of network infrastructure processors?
- What is the market size and forecast for various types of processors and coprocessors?
- How is increasing bandwidth driving a processor evolution without major increases in network equipment Capex?
- What is NFV and how is it affecting processors in network infrastructure?
- What are uCPE and why are they important?
- How will media consumption, the Internet of Things and 5G traffic cause network appliances to evolve?
- Will the network of the future include artificial intelligence?
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